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'TMMARY

The theory of void swelling and irradiation creep Is now fairly comprehensive. A unifying concept on which most of
this understanding rest? is that of the rate theory point defect concentrations. Several basic aspects of this
-unifying concept are reviewed. These relate to local fluctuations in point defect concentrations produced by cas-
cades, the effects of thermal and radiation-produced divacanctes, and the effects of point defect trapping.

1. INTRODUCTION

The state of development of the theory of swelling and creep can be assessed based on papers in the proceedings of

several recent conferences [1—3]- A theory of rather wide scope has been developed which can be described as en-

compassing basic processes, simulation effects, and impurity effects EM-

includes the derivation of sink strengths and captur
The study of simulation effects deals with the dif-

ibes the chemical rate formulation and includes the derivation

volution of microstructure in general. The study of simulation

on and charged particle irradiations. The large differences in damage rates and the spatial
tion. The effects of impuritie

defect recombination,
tion.

Comprehensive models capable of invoking several o£ these effects simultaneously have been developed. However, as
shown in the next section, these models rest largely on the bulk-averaged rate theory concentrations of vacancies
and interstitials as a unifying concept. The purpose of this paper is to review several recently developed aspects
of this underlying concept.

2. BACKGROUND

In this section we recall the expressions for the deformation rates,
vacancies and interstitials nay bu written

The rate equations describing conservation

3C,,
(1)

The first term within parentheses describes diffusional leakage and the second term describes elastic-interaction-
induced drift where U is the elastic interaction energy, caused by the proximity of sinks such as free surfaces which
are modeled as discrete. The G's desciibe the generation rates of vacancies and interstitials (subscripts v and i)
per unit time per unit volume. G v = G(l — ŷ-) + G^ where G is the displacement-produced generation rate and zv is
the fraction retained in vacancy clusters. G = FP where F is a fraction <1 and P is the displacement rate. The
fraction F accounts for short term annealing in the production cascades decreasing the number of defects available

for the rate processes descrioed here. G^ is the thermal generation rate, where G T = ZG^ = Dvc|j-5^S^. Here

Dv = D$ exp(—EvVkT; is the vacancy diffusion coefficient where D$ is a constant, E™ is the vacancy migration energy,
k is Boltzmann's constant and T is absolute temperature. Cg i s the bulk thermal concentration of free vacancies, and
;j is the ratio of thermal vacancies at sink type j to that in the bulk. For voids ?v = exp [(2y/rv — Pg)r./kT], where
Y is the surface tension, rv is the void radius, and Pg is the pressure of any contained gas; for dislocation loops
5* = exp[i (vt- + Ej)a

2/kT), where yf is the stacking fault energy, Ej. is the loop elastic energy, and a is a lattice
dimension; for dislocations ;$ = 1 . S^ is the strength for vacancies of the sink of type j; for voids
SjJ = 4n/r1-Z,^(rv)n(rv)drVJ » 4nryZJNy if average values are used, where Z^(rv) is the capture efficiency for vacancies
of a void ot radius rv, n(rv)dry is the number of voids per unit volume between radii r v and rv + dr v. F v is the
average void radius and N v is the total number of voids per unit volume, and Z is the average void capture efficiency.
For dislocations S v = Z^L where Z^ is the capture efficiency of a dislocation tor vacancies ami L is the dislocation
density. Dislocation loops may be modeled as effective spherical sink^ where the form of their sink efficiency
follows that for voids, oras equivalent lengths of dislocation line where the form follows that for dislocation lines.
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The diffusion coefficient and sink strengths for interstitials are obtained from the expressions above for vacancies

by replacing • with i and using the appropriate interstitial parameters.

Expressions tor void aucleation, void growth, and creep derived earlier are summarized below. The void nucleation

rate derived from void nuoleation theory [5,6] is given by [7]

M = 2(6T23)»/3 D C ; / ? «cp[-C(n)/kT] ( 3 )

/ n-1 n'/2 Z*(n)

where the free energy of formation of a vacancy cluster of size n is given by

nri }
^G(n) = -kT I in

i'l [» + l

The void growth rate is given by

IT ° i; I
With respect to irradiation creep, two related creep processes which have been developed recently are driven by tht

preferred absorption of interstitials at dislocations whose Burgers vectors are near parallel to the stress axis,

with the corresponding excess vacancies absorbed at the dislocations whose Surgers vectors are near perpendicular to

the stress axis (for uniaxial stress). The climb component of creep from this stress induced preferred absorption

(SIPA) we term PA-creep [8-10]. It may be expressed [8] as

t«-l J ^ .4. .L *- v v * /

, corresponding to preferred absorption of vacancies at dislocations whcs

the stress axis, may be ignored.* The climb-enabled glide component of
ermed nrererred absorption glide or PAG-creep, for the special case where

expressed as [11]

£PAG ° fb ̂ W - ..".^i . O)

In eqs. i.b) and (7) c = j/Z, the applied stress reduced by Young's modulus and iz| is the difference in capture

efficiencies for interstitials at aligned and nonaligned dislocations. .IZ^ is linear in e. Several climb-enabled

glide creep models have been proposed which are driven by the net interstitial absorption at dislocations during

swelling [12—151. The creep rates are proportional to eq. (5) and thus have the same dependence on Cv and C,. The

specific expressions are, therefore, not rewritten here. Thermal vacancy emission is important at high temperatures

and there are creep components due to the climb caused by preferred emission, ?E-creep, as well as creep due to glide

enabled by preferred emission, PEG-creep.

C v and Cj, the rate theory vacancy and interstitial concentrations obtained by solving eqs. (1) and (2), are the
prominent unifying feature driving the detoraiation rates in eqs. (3) through (7). In the remainder cf this paper we
investigate the rate theory C v and C^: (1) as approximations to the physical vacancy and interstitial concentrations,
(2) vis a vis the inclusion of mobile multiple defect clusters in the theory, and (3) as affected by point defect
trapping at impurities.

3. PHYSICAL VACANCY AMD INTERSTITIAL CONCENTRATIONS

3.1 Theorv

We wish to quantitatively evaluate the point defect concentrations at a reference point resulting from all the randomly

distributed collision cascades in the material. In addition, we evaluate the difference in void f.rowth in response to

these concentrations as compared to the void growth calculated using the rate theory concentrations. Here we

suamarize the theoretical method which has been developed to treat this problem [16].

When a sharply localized cascade occurs at time tc and distance from the reference point J C, the diffusion of defects

from it obeys the continuity relation

3c,

*Excess vacancies are absorbed at these dislocations but this is e consequence of preferential excess absorption of

interstitials at the orthogonal dislocation? and conservation of aass. It occurs in the absence of preferential

absorption of vacancies.



subscript a denotes e;ther vacancies or interstitials. In the calculations tobe describ_d, D? = 0.008 cm" *s~ ,
0.014 cm2-s, E™ = 0.15 eV, E™ ° 1.4 eV, S t = 1.1 * 10 1 ! cm"2, and S v - 1 * 10

: i cm"2. 2^ Is the concentration
i l m of point dfects S i ch f h i k h f ll i k f i t d f e t s nd is the same

The su

D° , t v ^
per unic volume of point defects. S a is che sum of the sink strengths of all sinks for point defects and is the same
as that used in rate thecry.

The unit solution for eq. (8) is

di(p)pc, t ~ tc) = [4::Da(t — t )] * exp[—(P — ^C)
2/(4D (t — c

c)) J exp [—O.Srj(t — tc) ] . (9)

This solution describes broadening of the cascade by diffusion and decay of the cascade by absorption of point defects

at sinks in the medium where S~}J is the absorption mean tree path of the defects 1. For a cascade producing V net

defects, eq. (2) is multiplied by V. By choosing 1/ it is possible to account for recombination within the cascade

reducing the net number of defects available for diffusional processes.

The full mathematical description as well as the numerical technique developed to integrate the contributions from

all cascades by inserting each cascade at the correct instant and position and subsequently tracking its diffusion

until it has decaytd are described in ref. [16]. The total radiation-induced concentration of point defects of type

^ at a point uf observation, Ca, is the sum of the contributions from all cascades,

m *'m

where c m is the contribution from a cascade labeled m, where m ranges over all cascades making contributions to C^.

3.2. P-esul t s

Figure 1 shows the vacancy concentration as a function of rime at an arbitrary location. The conditions are typical

of fast reactor irradiation, i.e., a temperature of 300°C and dose rate of 10""3 dpa/s. The vacancy concentration

shows pronounced fluctuations. It is composed of a less rapidly fluctuating base level upon which are superposed

large spikes. The base level is the integrated contribution of many more distant cascades, while the spikes are due

to relatively few nearby cascades. Figure 2 illustrates this point. It shows that portion of the vacancy concen-

tration wnich is contributed by all cascades at distances between 3 3 " ^ " and 7S~A/^. Comparison with Figure 1, w'uch

shows tr- contributions of all cascades within distances of 7S~~/^, reveals that the vacancy concentration produced

by only the more distant cascades is more nearly constant.*

Figure 3 shows the corresponding interstitial concentrations. The axis spans a time interval which includes the

occurrence of three cascades. The distances to the cascade centers are shown at the top of the figure. It is seen

that the concentration rises and fall*: rapidly and that there is at mosc one cascade contributing to the interstitial

concentration at an arbitrary point. For most of the time the interstitial concentration is zero.

Figure 4 shows the growth of a void at 58O°C responding to these concentrations as compared to the growth of a void
responding to the time average of these concentrations, i.e., to the rate theory concentrations. The difference is
small but increases rapidly as the void size decreases. Below about 40 ^, under these conditions, the void will
shrink rather than grow because of the rapidly increasing thermal emission of vacancies with decreasing void size.
At sizes above this, the difference in void growth between a void growing in response to the fluctuating environment
and in response to rale theory environment is als" due to thermal vacancy emission. The thermal emission increases
exponentially as void radius decreases. The fluctui-cing point defect flaxes cause the void to alternately shrink and
grow in steps. The void receives J. continuous though fluctuating vacancy flux for most of the time. Infrequently,
it receives a large interstitial flux of short duration. For most of the time, therefore, the void is growing faster
than, and at a given time is larger than expected based on the rate theory concentrations. This in turn leads to a
lower thermal vacancy emission rate.*

4. MOBILE DIVACANCIES

4.1. Jheorv

In a material containing point defects there is in principle a distribution of multiple defect clusters, the smaller
ones of which may be mobile. In the rate theory of swelling and creep it is the single defects, vacancies and
interstitials, and the extended defects or sinks which are generally considered. This is reflected in eqs. (1—7).
In this section an example of the formalism for incorporating mobile multiple defects is presented.

When divacancies are incorporated [17,18], f.s. (1) and (2) become

r . - ^
' i\r i if- » v 11)

a n d

• ID 7C + - r ~ ^ 7 u ) + G — R C C . - K C + zftCjC — K C \ + R'C C. =\ v v k.T v / v v I v v \ d 2v a v / 2v i
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The rate equation for divacancies is

/ D2VC?V \ , , > 3C2v

?• ̂ 2 v
7 C

2 v
 +

 k T ' '' zv) + G2V + Ka Cv ~ (Kd + R' Ci + KZv)C2v = I T • ( 1 3 )

Here C^v is the physical concentration of divacancies, and G j v • 1/2 Ge v is the radiation-induced generation rite of
divancies, where for simplicity we assume in this section that all vacancies retained in vacancy clusters 3re in the

*It has been found previously [16] that the concentration level contributed by cascades at distances greater than
7g-l/2 i s unimportant.

*Part of the very stetp rise in the nonralized fractional difference in void growth rates shown in Fig. 4, however,

is also due to a mmessential property of the quantity plotted. The difference in growth rates between the rate

theory result and cascade theory result always remains finite as the growth rate approaches 2ero.



form of divacancies. The rate constants for divacancy formation, K , dissociation, K<i, and reaction with the inter-
stitial, R', are taken as [19]

eXp [-(

where vfl is the attempt frequency, M.0
1 3 s"1, E° is the divacancy binding energy and rj is the capture radius oi

divancies for interstitials. With divacancies, the void growth equation, eq. (5), becomes

where ^-v(ry) is the capture efficiency of a void of radius ry for divacancies. In the example calculations ve ta.̂ e

\ = ZV" 2Iv = l-
4.2. Results

Figure 5 shows the calculated void swelling in nickel as a function of temperature when thermal divacancies are
included. Several values of divacancy binding energy are explored. In addition, Che result of a calculation with
no divacancies is plotted. The general result is that thermal divacancies prepuce a mild increase in swelling at
low temperatures and a mild decrease at high temperatures with respect to the divacancy-free case. This can be under-
stood on the basis that the divacancy has a lower migration energy than the vacancy. At low temperature where the
vacancy diffusivity is low, the divacancy diffusivity is still relatively high. This results in a lower quasi-steady-
state concentration of vacant lattice sites. This in turn reduces point defect loss by recombination and results in
a Larger flow of vacant lattice sites to sinks.

This can be expressed quantitatively with the help of the effective diffusion coefficient and the diffusion potential.

The effective diffusion coefficient may be defined as

2 C2V
(18)

In this way the total population of vacancies and divacancies is assigned a single diffusivity. The relative dif-

fusion potential

(19)

describes the ratio of the forward flux of vacant lattice sites transported by divacancies to that transported by

vacancies. Figure 6 shows both the effective diffusivity and the relative diffusion potential as functions of temper-

ature for various levels of supersaturation. The enhancement in diffusivity and flux at low temperatures and high

supersatuiations is evident and leads to Che enhancement of swelling at low teinperatures shown in Figure 5.

The decrease in swelling in Figure 5 near the peak swelling temperature is a result of the assumed bias of disloca-
tions with respect to voids for divacancies. In this case, the preference factor t,v of dislocations for divacancies
was taken as 0.5. as compared to the preference factor of dislocations for vacancies, 5 , of G. Sir.ce the total
number of vacant lattice sites is composed of divacancies and vacancies the consequence is that more vacant lattice
sites flow to dislocations and fewer flow to voids, thus decreasing the swelling.

Figure 7 is a parametric study of the effect on swelling with temperature of divacancies created in cascades. The
parameter varied is ~. the fraction of vacancies generated which are retained in the form of divacancies. The
divacancies produced in cascades promote an increase in swelling at low temperatures, as do thermal divacancies.
Figure 8 shows tne enhancement in the effective diffusion coefficient as a function of temperature, again for the
same range of values of ev. As expected, the effective diffusion coefficient is enhanced in the region of maximum
swelling increase.

It should be mentioned here that the increase in swelling at low temperatures from divacancies as shown in Figures 5
and 7 occurs in the same temperature regime as the decrease in void volume resulting from the injection of bombarding
ions as self-interstitials, during self-ions bombardment. This effect has been described in detail recently [20].
The retention of vacancies in vacancy loops formed in cascades also may produce a significant reduction in swelling
in this low temperature regime [21]. Figures 5 and 7 show only the effects of divacancies.

5. POINT DEFECT TRAPPING

5.1. Hjeor^

When point defects aie trapped at immobile traps there is no change required in eqs. (3—7)* The C v and C^ in these
equations is now interpreted as that component of the total (trapped plus free) population of point defects which is
not bound, at traps. Equations (1) and (2), however, must be modified and supplemented to provide the greater
generality necessary for including free and trapped defects.

The theory of trapping and its application to void nucleation, void growth, and creep has received much attention
recently [22—29]• A detailed development of the theory is contained in refs. [30] and [31]. The results of several
theoretical calculations are summarized in this section.



r Trapping of either interstiitials or vacancies results in enhanced point defect recombination and in reduction of the
deformation rates. Furthermore, interstitial trapping and vacancy trapping produce equivalent effects according to
the following relation

where E.̂  is the point defect-crap binding energy, r' is the capture radius of the trap for defects of type 'J, and the
other quantities have been defined earlier. That is, for a given concentration cf vacancy traps with vacancy binding
energy E^, the same enhancement of recombination and reduction in d; formation races can also be achieved by removing
Che vacancy traps and inserting the same concentration of interstitial traps with interstitial binding energy Eb
related zo the vacancy binding energy E^ by eq. (20). This relation is derived in detail in ref. [31]. It arises
from the symmetrical relationship of effective vacancy and interstitial diffusion coefficients when trapping effects
are derived. Therefore, in what fol'.ows wa illustrate only the effects of vacancy trapping with no loss of generality.

5.2. Results

Figure 9 gives examples of the effects of trapping on the free interstitial concentration and also on the PA- and PAG-
creepTates expressed by eqs. (6) and (7). The vacancy binding energy is taken as 0.5 eV. Lower binding energies
give smaller effects. The first feature to note is that the point defect concentration is not decreased by orders of
magnitude under the conditions considered, even for this relatively high binding energy and the relatively high
concentration of 10~^ (atom fraction). It can also be seen that high values of dislocation density decrease the
importance of traps. For the very high values of 5 x 10** ca"1" the fraction of point defects recombinin • is small
even with crapping, so that Cj/C^ (no trapping) has value unity. At low dislocation densities, recombination is
important. Introducing traps increases the fraction of defects recombining and substantially reduces the free inter-
stitial concentration.

and the smaller reductions in point defect concentration.s and irradiation creep rate.

i

6. SUMMARY AMD DISCUSSION

Models based on the theory of radiation effects are continually being improved to encompass more and varied processes
wh:ch may take place simultaneously in a material undergoing irradiation. To be of most usefulness, however, it is
.', .rtant that such comprehensive models be general as well as encyclopedic. The pervading concept in the theory of
irradiation-induced swelling and creep is that of the rate theory point defect concentrations. In this paper, ve
review sevaral contributions which extend this idea in several areas. These are:

1. the characteristics of the point detect concentrations and swelling rates obtained from cascade diffusion
theory as compared to those obtained from rai.e theory,

2. the effect on swelling of including mobile divacancies, and
3. th^ effects of trapping on the point defect concentrations and on swelling and creep.

The results are summarized below.

The point defect concentrations in an irradiated material show very large spatial and temporal fluctuations as calcu-
lated by the cascade diffusion theory. Use of the race theory point defect concentrations in void growth calculations
gives slightly lower void growth rates than do the more physical point defect concentrations determined by cascade
diffusion theory. The difference is small but increases at high temperatures and small void sizes. It nay be
concluded, however, that the rate theory concentrations provide a reasonable approximation for computing void
growth rates. Nevertheless, there may be larger differences in void nucleation and irradiation creep rates
using the rate theory concentrations vs the cascade diffusion concentrations, which will be the subject of
future investigations.

Including divacancies in rate theory calculations of swelling generally produces increases in swelling at tempera-
tures below the peak swelling temperatures and decreases near the peak swelling temperature. Both thermally and
radiation produced divacancies have been included. The calculations indicate that if ?0.3 of the vacancies produced
in a cascade are retained in divacancies then an additional swelling peak at low temperature should occur.

Point defect trapping reduces the free vacancy and interstitial concentrations. The generalization of the rate theory
to include point defect trapping has been achieved and examples of the resulting effect on void swelling and irradia-
tion creep have been presented. When impurities are present in concentrations of ^0.1% and with binding energies for
vacancies of M).5 eV (MS$ — E m + 0,5 eV for interstitials) the void growth rate is reduced by about an order of
siagnitude. Under these same conditions the PA- and PAG-creep rates as well, as the free interstitial concentration is
reduced by a factor of about two. These effects are large enough that trapping must generally be included in
swelling and creep calculations.
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Fig. I, Vacancy eoncentra :ion at an arbitrary reference point
for a steady dose rate of 10~r' dpa/s at SOO^C and a dislocation
density of 1 0 n cm"2.

Fig. 2. Vacancy concentration for the same
conditions as Fig. 1 which is contributed by
cascades between 3S"1/' and 7S":/2 only.
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Fig. 3. Interstitial concentration for the same conditions
as in Fig. 2. Shown is a random time interval spanning the
occurrence of three consecutive collision cascades which
occur at various distances (shown at the top of the figure).

Fig. 4. Fractional difference between the increase
in void radius obtained from the cascade diffusion
theory and the rate theory as a function of -'?id
radius at 5S0°C and with other conditions as for Fig. 1.
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Fig. 5. Void swelling in nickel with and
without thermal divacancies, as a function
of temperature. Kesults for several values
of the divacancy binding energy, Ê ,., are
shown.
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Fig. 7. The temperature dependence of swelling with
and without radiation-produced divacancies in nickel.
Results are shown for several values of the fraction
of vacancies produced which are contained in
divacancies, e .

Fig. 3. The effective vacancy diffusion coeff Icieri
as a function nf temperature, with snd without
radiation-produced divacancies, for several values
of E .
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Fig. 9. The ratio of the FA- and frAG-creep rates with
point defect trapping to the PA- and PAG-creep rates unJer
the same conditions but without point defect trapping. The
vacancy-trap binding energy is taken as 0.5 ev and the
results are shown as a function of solute concentration for
several dislocation densities.

Fig. 10. The calculated effect of vacancy
trapping on void vacleaticn rate in a charged-
particle bombardment experiment as a function
of binding energy. The trap concentration is

101-3 apa, Che point defect generation rate is

10"3 dpa/s and the tenoerature is 650°C.
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Fig. 11. The growth rate of a void as a function of
temperature with and without vacancy trapping, fcr
several values of the binding energy. The poi.it defect
ge-ieration rate is 10"3 dpa/s and che trap concentration
is 10"3 apa.


